Abstract

Cyber law is a term used to portray the permissible issues related to the use of communication technology, predominantly “cyberspace;”, i.e., internet. It is less a distinct field of law in the way that property or contact are, as it is an intersection of many legal fields, including intellectual property, privacy, freedom of expression, and jurisdiction. In essence, cyber law is an endeavor to amalgamate the challenges presented by human bustle on the internet with bequest system of laws applicable to the physical world. The growth of Electronic commerce has propelled the need for vivacious and effective regulatory mechanisms which would further strengthen the legal infrastructure, so crucial to the success of electronic commerce. All these regulatory mechanisms and legal infrastructures come within the domain of Cyber law. This research paper tends to strike the drastic and immensely growing problem of cyber crime by taking some universal essentials and stature and also shows their preclusions.
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